
Weather is a critically important external factor for consumer-focused businesses. Increasingly, there 
is an expectation that companies are able to effectively measure climate risk on the business. This is 
not surprising when you consider that no other outside variable shifts consumer buying behavior as 
frequently, directly, immediately, or meaningfully as the weather. 

Planalytics’ Financial Module provides the insights to understand and precisely quantify the impact 
of weather volatility on transactions by time period and location. These analytics provide much 
needed transparency into an organization’s true performance, enabling companies to accurately 
report weather-adjusted sales to internal and external stakeholders and analysts. By statistically 
and systematically removing weather volatility from an entire retail enterprise, businesses can 
more effectively plan future demand, allocate resources, and improve operational effectiveness.  

Business Weather Intelligence for Finance
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Deepening the Business Perspective

There are multiple viewpoints from which you can 
understand and action weather’s impact on your 
business. From a top-down vantage point, you have 
the powerful capability to quantify and forecast 
topline revenue implications with total business, 
division, and departmental weather-driven demand 
values. The Financial Module provides the valuable,  
high-level transactions perspective required for 
historical and in-season reporting, and enables  
you to implement weather-adjusted financial plans 
for the season ahead. 

Lower-level analyses of merchandise classes/
categories/etc. puts the weather in a usable 
context for planning, allocation, and replenishment 
decisions. (See Planalytics Merchandise Module for 
further details.) 

Widening the Business Perspective

Planalytics gives you the analytics, tools, and reports 
you need to continually evaluate past performance 
and forecast future weather impacts. Information is 
updated daily to measure the weather impact that 
has occurred and to calculate a weather-neutral 
baseline for more effective business forecasting.

WEATHERIZATION 

The Financial Module
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The Financial Module

Sample Platform Tools and Reports  ________________________________________________________
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CAPITALIZE ON  
IN-SEASON OPPORTUNITIES
View the latest weather impact 
insights and inform tactical 
decisions. Within a two week 
window, the current weather 
forecast is incorporated into the 
Weather-Driven Demand models 
to give you a near-term outlook. 

IMPROVE PLANS BY REMOVING  
WEATHER VOLATILITY 
By using a weather-neutral or “deweatherized” 
baseline, you can plan up to 11 months ahead 
for year-on-year changes in weather-driven 
demand across regions, divisions, etc.

QUANTIFY WEATHER’S IMPACT ON SALES
Isolate weather’s influence on sales. Determine how 
much of the year-on-year unit sales variance is the 
result of weather changes and how much is due to 
other business factors.


